Today, space photography is ubiquitous. Pictures taken by space telescopes and processed here on Earth are shared widely on news websites and social media, and the surface of the Moon feels familiar even to someone who has never and will never visit. Much has changed since the 1960s, when American astronauts first took cameras with them into space. *Through Astronaut Eyes: Photographing Early Human Spaceflight* seeks to explore just how early US astronaut photography shaped the attitudes and memories of different American audiences.

The book is beautifully illustrated with photographs of astronauts' camera equipment, photographs of Antarctica and the American West, and -- yes -- breathtaking astronaut photographs of our Earth and Moon. A merit of this book is Levasseur's approach to interpreting astronaut photography, which should be of interest to historians and sociologists of space science: since the subjects of astronaut photography are so remote, and since many of the people involved in creating those images have passed away, "reading" astronaut photography is vital to understanding the significance of these photographs to different audiences. Interpreting photographs of objects and scenes, rather than the objects and scenes themselves, is also something of increasing importance to historians. As COVID-19 has rendered many archives inaccessible, analysing images rather than physical objects is taking on increasing importance.

*Through Astronaut Photography* combines readings of the images themselves with oral testimony, textual evidence and analysis of other, similar images to produce rich, meaning-laden interpretations of these early photographs. This is an inspiring way of reading images and understanding not just how these images shape American attitudes to space, but also of understanding the material culture of space, and readers may find themselves motivated to use images differently in their research.

Levasseur interprets astronaut photography firstly by looking at the astronauts' cameras, then by considering the different audiences for astronaut photography, by comparing astronaut photography with paintings and photographs of Antarctica and the American West, and finally by considering the public legacy of astronaut photography. While the introduction and the first chapter -- setting out Levasseur's arguments and investigating the history and politics of astronaut cameras -- are both clear and compelling, *Through Astronaut Eyes* begins to lose its focus by the second chapter. It is unclear why Levasseur chose to explore different audiences for astronaut photography before exploring the rhetoric and themes within the photographs themselves, and while the comparisons between space photography, Antarctic photography and images of the American West are vital, they deserve more time and attention. Instead of only being contained in one chapter, they would benefit from being woven through every chapter of the book; the imperialism and colonialism that Levasseur discusses are not only limited to images and they still linger today. As such, discussions of imperialism and colonialism in the rhetoric of space photography deserve more space and consideration.

The final chapter, which explores what Levasseur calls the "afterlife" of astronaut photography, is far richer in both the theory it introduces and the case studies it presents. Levasseur argues that the Blue Marble photograph of Earth, and by extension astronaut photography, represent what Alison Landsberg has termed *prosthetic memory* -- "memories" of something seen but never experienced. The idea of astronaut photography as prosthetic memory is an interesting one, but just as with exploring the imperial and colonial roots of astronaut photography, it deserves far more space and attention. Happily, what this final chapter does well is to contextualize astronaut photography within the changeable and often turbulent times in which they were created -- the 1960s and 1970s. Levasseur's brief epilogue also traces the evolution of astronaut and space photography after the Apollo era, providing much-needed context for historians and sociologists of space science. No attempts to look out beyond our Earth have ever been possible without the concerted efforts of people on this planet, people subject to all the same external pressures and factors as any of their contemporaries.

*Through Astronaut Eyes* is a beautiful but unclear book, with many promising concepts that would benefit from an earlier introduction and more in-depth analysis. Yet despite its flaws, it is still well-researched and will be of interest to space enthusiasts and to non-specialists who wish to do some introductory reading in the history of space science.
